BIKES FOR RENTAL – TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
1) Model 27v - Equipped with 27 gears, disc brakes and 27.5" wheels
This model is recommended for 90% of the pilgrims who wish to complete the Way of
St. James.

-

Wheel 27,5”
Lock handlebar suspension
Frame: Aluminium
Hubs: Shimano BRM 33
Front derailleur: Shimano FDM 370
Rear derailleur: Shimano RDM430 Alivio
Tires : Mach Neuro Disc 27.5”

- Hydraulic disc brakes
- Shimano components
- Pedals: Aluminum (not automatic)
- Chain: KMC X9
- Levers: Shimano SLLM 370 Altus
- Disc brakes: Shimano AM355
- Reflective lights.

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED IN THE PRICE:
-

Grill for saddlebags.

-

Bottle Holder

-

Bell

-

Reflective lights

-

Padlock

-

Toolkit: (extra camera, bowler, pedal wrench, dismantlers for the wheels and
instructions to assemble the pedals).

-

Helmet.

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES FOR RENT:
-

Saddlebags "Lite"

-

Saddlebags "Ortlieb" (completely waterproof).

-

Front handlebar bag

-

Toeclips

-

Cover pad with Gel

2) Optional Bikes: Model 30v - Equipped with 30 gears
Recommended only for very experienced cyclists. (Please consult availability and
price supplement)

 RockShox suspension
 Shimano Deore
 Components Shimano
-

Frame - Aluminium

-

Fork - Rock shox XC30 TK

-

Pedals - Aluminium (not automatic)

-

Hubs – Shimano BRM 33

-

Front derailleur – Shimano FDM 610 Deore

-

Rear derailleur – Shimano RDM 610 Deore

-

Levers – Shimano SLM 610 Deore

-

Disc brakes – Shimano AM355

-

Chain – KMC X10

-

Tires – Mach Neuro Disc 27,5"

-

Lights and reflectors

IMPORTANT CUSTOMER INFORMATION:
DELIVERY: After been checked for its perfect performance, bicycles are delivered packed with
the pedals removed and the handlebars turned. It is very important that you put the pedals
(left and right) in its correct position and you tight the screws like indicated in the instructions
(document attached to the handlebar).
FAILURES: The rental company is responsible for failures detected at the time of bicycle's
collection, but not those during the Way that can be caused by misuse. The user is responsible
for the bicycle during the rental period.
As a customer service, we indicate you where is the closest bikes-workshop to your actual
position and you can go without waiting queues or expecting unfair tariffs. That is why it is
very important you call our 24 hour assistance telephone if you have a problem with your bike
in order we may help you. As a general rule, we recommend REQUIRING always the
corresponding invoice for any claim.
In case of application you may have the following surcharges:


By not returning or for breaking of the pannierbags = 15€



By not returning or for breaking of the helmet = 15€



By not returning of the toolkit = 15€



By not returning or for breaking of the padlock or key = 5€



By not returning or for breaking of the front handlebar bag = 15€



By not returning or for breaking of the Cover pad with Gel = 5€

Hiring itself implies acceptance of these prices and conditions

